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Abstract: We prove the capability of adaptive PMD compensation with integrated optical FIRfilters in lattice structure and an electrical spectrum monitoring based feedback signal in 40Gb/s
experiments. Moreover we present the combined PMD and GVD compensation.
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1. Introduction
In current and next generation high speed optical transmission systems solutions for adaptive polarization mode
dispersion (PMD) and group velocity dispersion (GVD) compensation are of high interest. Increasing bit rates, path
rerouting, temperature changes, power variations and stress induced birefringence lead to GVD and PMD values that
exceed the system tolerances. With the increasing complexity of the optical layer the tolerances are even getting
smaller. Therefore, an adaptive solution is necessary to meet the tolerances and to compensate for these time varying
distortions.
The adaptive equalizer should consist of an easy to handle PMD and GVD compensating device and a fast, robust,
and easy to generate feedback signal. Integrated optical FIR-filters can compensate for both, GVD [1] and PMD [2].
These devices are well understood and their transfer function can be easily and fast tuned (∆t<100µs) by the
thermooptic effect.
A number of adaptive control criterions have been proposed [3-6]. Because of its capability of detecting both - PMD
and GVD - and its speed and ease of implementation, an adaptive feedback strategy of monitoring frequencies
within the electrical spectrum of the received signal is chosen.
Signal distortions caused by the transmission fiber can be determined very well in the electrical spectrum of the
received signal. A fast, inexpensive and easy to implement solution is to monitor frequencies within the electrical
spectrum by electrical bandpass filtering. The monitoring of the power of a single frequency component f0 leads to a
power response with well defined minima and maxima for different values of PMD and GVD. Combining the PMD
and GVD response we get a 2 dimensional space with a global maximum at zero GVD and PMD. Monitoring two or
more frequencies prevent from tracking a local maximum. The adaptive GVD equalization with integrated optical
FIR filters in lattice structure and electrical spectrum monitoring as feedback has been demonstrated by our group,
[6].
In this paper we report on the experimental adaptive PMD compensation with integrated optical FIR filters in lattice
structure and electrical spectrum monitoring as feedback at 40Gb/s and show for the first time the promising results
for simultaneous PMD and GVD compensation with this kind of device.

2. System
The setup in Fig.1 was used to demonstrate experimentally the adaptive PMD and GVD compensation with optical
FIR-filters and a feedback strategy using the electrical spectrum of the received signal.
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Fig.1: Experimental system setup: Simultaneous adaptive PMD and GVD compensation at 40Gb/s with integrated optical FIR-filters in lattice
structure and electrical spectrum monitoring as feedback signal

The transmitter provides a 42.46Gb/s NRZ signal (PRBS sequence= 231-1) at 193.1THz. The signal is distorted by
different values of GVD from SSMF and DCF of variable length. A 1st order PMD emulator sets the desired
differential group delay (DGD) value. The compensating devices, the 6th order optical FIR-filters, are based on a
lattice structure, which is implemented by cascading symmetrical and asymmetrical Mach-Zehnder Interferometers
(MZI) in a planar lightwave circuit (PLC). The FIR-filters are designed and fabricated by IBM Research using the
high index contrast SiON technology [7]. An arbitrary transfer function is achieved by controlling the coupling
ratios and the phase differences of the interfering signals. Both orthogonal polarization modes of the transmission
signal are separated by a polarization beam splitter (PBS) and each mode is equalized with a separate filter. At the
receiver, the electrical signal is bandpass filtered, fFWHM=300MHz, at a center frequency f0=20GHz and the detected
power is used as feedback signal for the adaptive control and equalization. As we operate in the range between
±25ps, this single frequency is sufficient for the feedback signal.

3. Results and Discussion
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For adaptive PMD and GVD compensation, the compensating device should be able to compensate for both effects
and the feedback signal should provide a unique error signal in the desired range of operation. To verify the adaptive
feedback signal for PMD compensation at 40Gb/s, the DGD is varied from 0ps to +35ps and the power of the
bandpass filtered (center frequency f0=20GHz) received electrical signal is measured, Fig.2a. The feedback signal
has a maximum at zero PMD and a minimum at Tbit=25ps. For increasing the range with a unique response of the
feedback signal, the bandpass center frequency f0 has to be decreased [6].
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Fig.2: a.) measured feedback signal at 40Gb/s for varying differential group delay values from 0ps to +35ps; b.) adaptive PMD compensation
results: differential group delay values=channel+equalizer, eye pattern; c.) Bit Error Rate measurements

From a starting point of an approximate differential group delay of 23ps and equal power splitting between the
orthogonal modes (γ=0.5) (almost closed eye, no measurable BER), the adaptive control algorithm varies the overall
differential group delay (transmission channel+equalizer) slightly to detect the optimization direction. The actual
step is compared with the previous one. If the power of the BP-filtered electrical signal is decreasing, the
optimization direction is changed and the step size is halved until the optimum value is reached (minimum BER).
During the adaptive operation the overall DGD is decreased to 0ps and the eye pattern is very well opened up to an
error free transmission, Fig.2b,c.
The capability of compensating for both, PMD and GVD, with integrated optical FIR filters in the double filter setup
is demonstrated by measurements, Fig.3. The worst case with equal power splitting between the orthogonal modes
(γ=0.5) is considered, the filter transfer functions are set without the adaptive feedback signal.
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Fig. 3: a.) BER measurement results: back to back (star), GVD=100ps/nm (circle), GVD=100ps/nm equalized (square), DGD=25ps equalized
(right triangle), DGD=25ps & GVD=100ps/nm equalized (upper triangle); b.) measured eye pattern: GVD=100ps/nm, DGD=25ps, DGD=25ps &
GVD=100ps/nm, DGD=25ps & GVD=100ps/nm equalized

At a first ste p the transmission channel is set to a GVD value of 100ps/nm. While compensating for GVD only, we
realize a sensitivity gain of 4.5dB and a sensitivity penalty of less than 1dB in comparison to the back to back case at
a BER=10-9. Next, a PMD setting of the transmission channel of DGD=25ps is compensated. The initially closed
eye pattern is clearly opened and the resulting sensitivity penalty is approximately 1dB. Finally the transmission
channel is set to GVD and PMD values of GVD=100ps/nm and DGD=25ps. Equalizing the combination of PMD
and GVD, the totally closed eye pattern is clearly opened and the sensitivity penalty is less than 1.5dB.
4. Conclusions
The experimental results prove that two integrated optical FIR-filters in the polarization separated setup, where each
filter compensates for the distortion of one polarization mode, are very well suitable to compensate for PMD, GVD
and combinations of both. Equalizing a distortion of DGD=25ps and GVD=100ps/nm regenerates a totally closed
eye pattern to a clearly open one and a sensitivity penalty of less than 1.5dB. A feedback criterion generated by
electrical spectrum monitoring in terms of bandpass filtering the received electrical signal makes this filter setup
adaptive to compensate for distortions due to PMD and GVD.
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